
Rubbin/Polishing/Burnishing a stock

I get a lot questions about rubbing/polishing/burnishing a topcoat. Especially since I have a number of posts on why not to use stuff like Scratch-X, 

Howards Feed-N-Wax or any automotive products etc. and I get a bunch of PM's on what to use instead.

I figured I would do a thread on this subject and that would give me a shortcut to reference and since I save all my stuff in a Word file I can copy and 

paste when I forget where the thread is. Which happens more often as you mature. Gonna be as brief as I can.

Polishing out a topcoat is simply applying an abrasive WITHOUT any contaminants. Issues with stuff like Scratch-X and even Howard's Feed-N-Wax and 

other synthetic polishing or wax formulations, especially Automotive products, is that they do add a variety of contaminants ranging from Mineral Oil to 

Silicone. 

May not have issues if you have used those or other stuff not specifically designed for wood but odds go way up that you might and if so, getting the 
contaminants out is gonna be a lot harder then you are gonna want and in some cases, impossible.

The classic process for rubbing/polishing/burnishing a topcoat, also for bare wood, is to use Pumice Stone and/or Rottenstone and raw leather. Goes 

back thousands of years and they don't contain any contaminants.

Pumice and Rottenstone are made from either Limestone or better yet from lava stone. Not a lot of difference in performance but if you are a purist and 

are into the ancient ways you can look around for the lava stuff but very difficult to find and very expensive. Both are pulverized and then cooked at 

very high temperatures to murder any bacteria that might be in em and then washed to get out any contaminates from the ground etc.

They are both very gentle abrasives with the Pumice Stone being more aggressive than Rottenstone. They have a number of qualities, being natural 
products, that other abrasives, especially synthetic ones, don't have. Stuff like Brasso is also a decent abrasive for metal but does contain contaminants 

which are not good for topcoats. Just an example (Brasso) of synthetic formulations designed to clean and polish out stuff.

They come in powder form and in some cases in some type of carrier which is used as a lube. Need a lube.

The powder form is much more versatile and preferred. Will last forever, and will not add any contaminants. Stuff looks like different grades of flour. 

Generally white. Can be used for a variety of things around the mansion also. Like polishing (Rottenstone) on any antique Roman gold or silver coins 

you got laying around. Gently though on the precious metals but used in a number of museums for that stuff.

The protocol that has been used for like forever is as follows:

Wait a minimum of 3 weeks after the last topcoat/finish, for it to cure. May seem hard but will not be cured until that amount of time passes. That is an 

old rule of thumb but very applicable. If you start polishing under 3 week hrs you stand a chance on creating "globs" in the finish which will be very hard 

to remove.

Get a spray bottle and spray on the “lube” on the piece you are gonna rub/polish out. Water is the preferred lube by far and the safest. Bottled water is 

best so you don't get any chlorine contamination. Just get an area wet, not the whole stock. Reference on the Internet to stuff like Mineral Oil as a lube 

is for flat stuff like table tops that are gonna have to be cleaned off with Mineral Spirits before you can wax. Also if you become too aggressive and go 

through the topcoat you can really screw up the wood underneath. Not for novices IMO and IME. Soapy water is also good but just plain old bottled 
water is just as good IMO and IME. Soaps often leave a haze.

Don't make the process more complex than you have to.

Sprinkle on the abrasive, generally first is the pumice stone and then using something like a damp old T-Shirt polish the finish, or if you are doing bare 
wood then that also. If you are gonna do bare wood then you gotta get the stuff off. Pumice stone is considered the rubout abrasive. How much you

sprinkle on is something you gotta mess with cause everybody sprinkles differently. If you put on too much it is gonna be dry or a thick mud which is

not good. If so then spray on a little more water of wipe it off with a wet rag and try again. What you want is wet slurry.

Pumice Stone and Rottenstone come in containers that allow you to sprinkle the stuff on. Let the abrasive do it's work. Not like sanding. Just gentle 
wiping/polishing. Just go easy.

Professional woodworkers use a polishing "ball" or sometimes called a "rub". See below how to make one.

Make sure to ball it up so that THE BOTTOM HAS NO CREASES, this is important, wet it down and sprinkle the abrasives on the pad or ball then use 
that to polish. Works well but you can only effectively use the pad once as the stones will get into the fabric and then harden and even if you wash and 

rinse it out the fabric won't be soft. Just make a new "pouch" for each polishing session.

Name of the game is still applying only the amount of the abrasives that you need to do the job. 

When you get done then wipe off the slurry with a clean damp cloth, old towel is great and check it out. Should feel very smooth.

Hold up to a strong light, sunlight it best, and tilt the stock around and check for any areas you might have missed. If any you can “finger” polish those 

up. Again easy does it.

Nothing to be ascared of unless you think you are Mighty Joe Young.or somebody that can break an anvil in which case don't mess with polishing 

rubbing your stock out. If you are one of “those” you should not be messing around doing gunstocks anyway.

Want even smoother then do with Rottenstone. Same protocol. Rottenstone is considered the polishing phase.

When all done, wipe with a damp cloth to get all the slurry off and any haze you might get, wait 24-48 hours to make sure any moisture is gone, check 

to make sure there is no haze and if so then wipe it down again, and then wax with a quality natural wood paste wax. No additive stuff, no automotive

products, nothing with “Citrus” additives. Renaissance, Bri-wax or good old Johnson's. No “magic bullet” waxes out there.

Another quality of the “stones”, other than the obvious of using a natural product, is that you can rubout/polish out very small areas very precisely 

cause you can simply gently use your finger tip with the rag. Inside of thumbhole stocks etc.

Better and more precise than steel wool and now adays the Chinese steel wool sucks. Fractures and leaves tiny “barbed” pieces of the steel wool that 

can embed in either wood or topcoat and you won't know it until they turn black with age.

You can buy both products from like WoodCraft or on the net and in a number of cases you can get like Lowe's or HomeDepot.

If you want you can simply go right to the Rottenstone. Just takes longer to polish out.

You can also buy products from Menzerna, which are considered one step down from the natural products but are already in a carrier if that is your 

choice. The polishing stuff is “IP or PO 91L” and the final finish is “FF or PO85U” These products are temperature sensitive though, gotta use at room 
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temperature, whereas the Pumice Stone and Rottenstone are not.

Neither of these protocols are gonna make a super shiny look out of a satin or semi gloss finish but will add significant depth, especially after waxing. If 

you got wood that has Chatoyance qualities the protocol will enhance those significantly.

If you are really into super depth and the best sheen you can get with whatever topcoat product you are using then you can burnish the wood or topcoat 
as a final step.

You do this with a piece of soft piece of natural leather, “fuzzy” side down after the polishing and rubout. No chemicals, no lubricants, just the leather. 

Simply rub the snot of whatever you are working on. Go slow so as not to heat up what you are burnishing. Think final step on knife or razor 

sharpening. . . . stropping. Chamois does not work for burnishing.

I know that many people have had success with a variety of polishing compounds and or steel wool but personally I don't want to have to redo 

something if it screws up next week or next year or 3 years down the road. I make Reproduction Antique Furniture as my primary hobby and messing 

around fixing an Armoire or a large dining room table cause I contaminated the finish or the wood is not my idea of fun. This way is safe and again 

proven over time.

What you need is a polishing ball or sometimes called a polishing "rub"

Made as follows:

Along with some pics going back to the 20's.

An old T-Shirt is fantastic to make the ball because of the weave, zero nap and the fact they won't hold a lot of water. 

Felt pads are not and as you can see they are not used in the overview. I mention the felt because lots of "marketing hype" try to sell you pads. 

If you got the moola you can use the original which is Irish Linen for the pouch.

noremf(George) 
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